Abstract. Anomaly-based intrusion detection systems are usually criticized because they lack a classification of attacks, thus security teams have to manually inspect any raised alert to classify it. We present a new approach, Panacea, to automatically and systematically classify attacks detected by an anomaly-based network intrusion detection system. Keywords: attack classification, anomaly-based intrusion detection systems.
One of the often cited weaknesses of anomaly-based intrusion detection systems (ABSs) is the fact that they cannot classify the attacks they detect (Ghosh and Schwartzbard [1] and Robertson et al. [2] ). The lack of an attack classification affects the overall usability of an ABS, because security teams have to manually process each alert the ABS raises in order to assess the impact of the detected attack, and to handle the alert.
Today, security teams faces two main challenges. First, because the most harmful attacks currently consist of several stages (Ning et al. [3] ), security teams need to detect an attack at the earliest stage, in order to stop it. Secondly, because of the activities conducted by automatic scanners, BOTnets, and scriptkiddies the number of security alerts has increased over the years. Although true positives when detected by an IDS, these kinds of activities cannot normally be considered a serious threat, i.e., they are "non-relevant" events (e.g., a remote automatic scanner attempting to replicate a 5-year old attack against a nowsecure PHP script).
A information (apart from the usual IP addresses and TCP ports) to be effective: the attacks that triggered the alerts must be classified.
By classifying an attack (e.g., buffer overflow, SQL Injection), it is also possible to set default actions for handling a certain alert. The alert could (1) trigger automatic countermeasures, e.g., either because an early attack stage has been detected or because the attack class is considered to have a great impact on the security. Alternately, the alert could be (2) forwarded for manual handling or (3) filtered and stored for later analysis (i.e., correlation) and statistics.
Determining the class of an attack is trivial for an alert generated by a signature-based IDS (SBS), like Snort [8, 9] . Each signature is the result of an analysis of the corresponding attack conducted by experts: the attack class is manually assigned during the signature development process (i.e., the alert class is included in the signature). Thus, security teams usually do not need to further process the alert to assign a class, and they can set precisely a standard action for the system to execute when such an alert is triggered.
Problem.
When an ABS raises an alert, it cannot associate the alert with an attack class. The system detects an anomaly, but it has too little information (typically only source and destination IP addresses and TCP ports) to determine the attack class. No automatic or semi-automatic approach is currently available to classify anomaly-based alerts. Thus, any anomaly-based alert must be manually processed to identify the alert class, increasing the workload of security teams. A solution to automate the classification of anomaly-based alerts is to employ some heuristics (e.g., see Robertson et al. [2] ) to analyse the anomalybased alert for features of well-known attacks. Although this approach could lead to good results, it totally relies on the manual implementation of the heuristics (which could be a labour intensive task), and on the expertise of the operator.
Contribution. In this paper we present Panacea, a simple, yet effective, system that uses machine learning techniques to automatically and systematically classify attacks detected by a payload-based ABS (and consequently the generated alerts as well). The basic idea is the following. Attacks that share some common traits, i.e., some byte sequences in their payloads, are usually in the same class. Thus, by extracting byte sequences from an alert payload (triggered by a certain attack), we can compare those sequences to previously collected data with an appropriate algorithm, find the most similar alert payload, and then infer the attack class from the matching alert payload class.
To the best of our knowledge, Panacea is the first system proposed that:
-Automatically classifies attacks detected by an ABS, without using predetermined heuristics; -Does not need manual assistance to classify attacks (with some exceptions to be described in Section 1.1).
Panacea requires a training phase for its engine to build the attack classifier.
Once the training phase is complete, Panacea classifies any attack detected by the ABS automatically. Here we consider only attacks that target networks, however it is possible to extend the approach to include host-based IDSs too.
